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Abstract 

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and Factorial 
Analysis of Correspondence (FAC), two Multivariate 
Statistical Analyses (MSA), were applied to the analysis 
of X-ray data. MSA are descriptive methods which 
graphically display the correlations and anticorrelations 
between a large number of elements. Series of X-ray 
spectral data and X-ray maps obtained from rat liver 
were analyzed with reference to the diffusible elements 
Na, Mg, Cl, K and Ca and also P and S. 

By using an in situ precipitation method, the pyro
antimonate method, it was found that the free, precipita
ble cations Na+, Mg2 +, and Ca2+ are, in the nuclei, 
mainly distributed throughout the nucleoplasm. Images 
obtained from F AC allow those areas rich in nucleic 
acids to be displayed as areas with a strong anticorrela
tion between P and Sb. 

In cryoprocessed tissues, the evaluated wet mass
fraction of diffusible elements corresponds to physiolog
ical values of total amounts (free and complexed). PCA 
makes it possible to graphically display the correlation 
between P and K in chromatin and nucleolus, the cor
relation between K, Cl and S in cytoplasm and nucleo
plasm and the observation of two populations of nuclei 
according to different Na, Mg and K concentrations. 
Factorial images obtained from FAC allow those areas 
rich in nucleic acids to be displayed as areas with a 
strong correlation between P and K. Similarly those 
areas rich in proteins are displayed as areas with a 
strong correlation between S and K. 

Key Words: Multivariate statistical analysis, X-ray 
mapping, diffusible elements, cell nuclei, cryomethods 
( cryofixation, freeze-substitution, cryoembedding), 
pyroantimonate precipitation method, rat liver. 
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Introduction 

The analysis of microanalytical results obtained for 
a large number of elements studied over a large number 
of biological compartments is not an easy task. This is 
true for spectroscopy but even for maps since the image 
quality (contrast, signal-to-noise ratio) is often such that 
an objective interpretation of the relative concentration 
of different elements is rather difficult. 

We have already emphasized the usefulness of 
Multivariate Statistical Analysis (MSA) to explore the 
correlation (and anticorrelation) in X-ray spectroscopy 
processed data (Quintana and Ollacarizqueta, 1989; 
Quintana, 1991). The anticorrelation between P and the 
set of elements S, Al and Zn was shown in different 
nuclear compartments. However, the way of preparing 
samples (chemical fixation, progressive lowering of 
temperature (PLT) dehydration method and Lowicryl 
HM20 or K4M cryoembedding) prevent us from analyz
ing diffusible elements. 

MSA is not limited to series of data such as concen
trations but may also be applied directly to experimental 
series, like spectra or image series. For instance, MSA 
has previously been applied to time dependent spectros
copy (Bonnet et al., 1991), to electron energy filtered 
image series (Hannequin and Bonnet, 1988; Trebbia and 
Bonnet, 1990; Trebbia and Mory, 1990; Bonnet and 
Trebbia, 1992) and to X-ray spectroscopic images (King 
et al., 1989; Paque et al., 1990). 

In this work, we applied X-ray microanalysis and 
MSA to study the distribution of diffusible and non 
diffusible elements in nuclei of rat hepatic cells. 

It is already known that diffusible elements, such as 
Na, Mg, Cl, Kand Ca, may be found in cells either free 
in the aqueous medium or combined with macro
molecules (to form a complex). Free ions play a very 
important role in several metabolic processes but for 
some of them their concentrations are very weak in 
comparison to the total concentrations. 

The analysis of diffusible elements must be done on 
cryoprepared specimens in order to avoid the loss and 
redistribution of these elements between the different 
cellular compartments. On cryoprocessed specimens, 
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the distribution of these elements can be observed and 
quantified by physical methods such as X-ray microanal
ysis (XRMA), electron energy loss spectrometry (EELS) 
and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). How
ever, these methods provide the measurement of total 
quantities or concentrations of these elements. They do 
not allow the identification of whether they are free or 
combined. Therefore, in situ physical microanalyses on 
cryoprepared samples are not adequate for the study of 
metabolic processes in which the free diffusible elements 
are involved. This may be done by using other tech
niques as for example the combination of free Ca2+ with 
colored or fluorescent complexes, where the distribution 
of free Ca2+ in cells can be observed in the light micro
scope. At the subcellular level, cytochemical methods 
may be used for the visualiz.ation of the distribution of 
free or weakly bound cations. The potassium pyroanti
monate (PA) precipitation method is one of these meth
ods used in electron microscopy. This PA method intro
duced by Komnick (1962) and optimized by Mentre and 
Escaig (1988), allows the visualiz.ation of free or weakly 
bound sodium and calcium. Pyroantimonate forms 
op~que precipitates with Na+ and Ca2 + at the concen
trations in the same range as the usual cell concentra
tion, 10-2 M Na+ and 10-6 M Ca2+. Subsequent micro
analysis is required for the identification of the cation 
which has been made to precipitate by the pyroanti
monate. 

For the present study, we have used two preparation 
methods of the same samples, hepatic tissues: the PA 
precipitation method according to Mentre and Escaig 
(1988), and cryomethods (cryofixation, cryosubstitution 
and cryoembedding). Recently, we have shown that thjs 
set of cryomethods provides results similar to those 
obtained from freeze-dried cryosections (Quintana, 
1993). These three cryomethods offer the advantage of 
a better ultrastructure which is a necessary condition for 
microanalysis at subcellular level. 

The main goals of the present study were: 
(l) to check the validity of the PA method for the 

study of the distribution of the free or weakly bound 
sodium and calcium elements within the cellular nuclei; 
and 

(2) to discuss the advantages and possibilities for the 
use of the MSA in order to achieve objective results 
concerning the correlations (or anticorrelations) between 
the diffusible and the structural elements P and S at 
subcellular level. 

Materials and Methods 

Cryomethods 

Cryofixation of liver fragments of about 1 mm3 

from anaesthetized rat was performed by rapid immer
sion in liquid propane in a home-made device (Halpern 
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and Quintana, 1989; Quintana, 1991). For freeze-substi
tution and Lowicryl HM23 cryoembedding, we have 
used a new home-made cryosystem (Quintana, 1992, 
1993, 1994). The main characteristics of this integrated 
cryosystem are: 

(1) the cold source is a freezer (minimal tempera
ture 180 K). Cryogenic fluids are not required; 

(2) efficient shaking of samples in freeze-substitu
tion and cryoinfiltration liquids; 

(3) easy manipulation of samples between the 
different modules of work; 

( 4) control of temperature throughout the successive 
steps, especially during cryopolymerisation; and 

(5) total protection from toxic vapors coming from 
Lowicryl resins. 

Freeze-substitution was performed at 183 K for 3 
days in pure acetone. The cryoembedding procedure 
was as follows: 
Infiltration: resin-acetone 1:1 (v/v),193 K, 4 hours; 

resin-acetone 2: 1 (v/v), 193 K, 4 hours; 
pure resin 193 K, 4 hours; 
pure resin 193 K, overnight 

Cryopolymerisation was carried out in open flat 
embedding moulds under UV and an inert N2 atmo
sphere, for 4 days. The freezer was then switched off 
and the blocks were allowed to warm at room tempera
ture under UV radiation for about 2 days. For X-ray 
microanalysis dry-cut sections (about 1 µm thick) were 
obtained using glass knives and were spread on Ni grids 
without any solvent. 

Pyroantimonate method 

Fragments of rat liver were fixed for 2 hours at 4 °C 
with the following solution: 4 % potassium pyroantimo
nate (Merck), 2 % paraformaldehyde, 0.04 M potassium 
phosphate buffer, 1 % phenol; final pH: 7.8. The spe
cific procedures have been described in detail by Mentre 
and Escaig (1988). After fixation, the tissue was rapidly 
rinsed in distilled water and dehydrated in a graded se
ries of ethanol. Ethanol was replaced with propylene 
oxide and embedding was in Araldite. Conventional 
sections of 0.1-1 µm were obtained using glass knives. 
Deionized (18 MO) water collected in a plastic vessel 
was used to float sections on the knife trough. 

X-ray microanalysis 

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) and X-ray 
maps were recorded at 200 kV in several analytical elec
tron microscopes. The characteristics for the three ana
lytical microscopes are summarized in Table 1. X-ray 
counts were made over a counting time of 100 sec, in 
the fixed probe or in the scanning mode. 

Treatment of individual X-ray spectra (see also 
Appendix 1 and 2). The X-ray emission spectra were 
treated in the following way: 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the analytical electron 
microscopes used. 

Voltage (kV) 

electron source 

d
5
(nm) 

EDS 

X-ray detector 

cold stage 

X-ray 
analyzer 

TEM/STEM 
Hitachi 

800 

200 

tungsten 

20-400 

Quantum 
UTW 

10 mm2 

Ci= 0° 
{3 = 68° 

0 = 0.011 

No 

Microanalyst 
Kevex 8000 

TEM 
JEM 

2000FX 

200 

tungsten 

100-400 

Link 
UTW 

10 mm2 

Ci = 0° 
{3 = 70° 

0 = 0.020 

No 

ANlO000 
Link 

TEM/STEM 
Philips 
CM20 

200 

LaB6 

14-19 

Quantum 
UTW 

30 mm2 

Ci= 90° 
{3 = 40° 
0 = 0.16 

Yes(113K) 

ANlO000 
Link 

a = azimuth angle, /3 = take-off angle, 0= solid angle, 
d

5 
= diameter of the probe; UTW = ultra-thin window. 

Table 2. X-ray mapping conditions. 

pixels 

time/pixel 

n frames 

TEM/STEM 
Hitachi 800 

256 * 128 

50 ms 

1 

TEM/STEM 
Philips CM20 

128 * 128 

10 ms 

8-14 

(1) subtraction of continuum X-ray background by 
using a model based on Kramer's law. (Microanalyst 
8000 Kevex system) or by a least-squ~res fit to filtered 
profiles method (Link ANl0000 system); 

(2) deconvolution of the Ka line from Ca and La 
line for Sb or ~ line for K with a Gaussian method 
(Microanalyst 8000 Kevex system) or with the least
squares fit to filtered profiles method (Link ANl0000 
system), (see Appendix 2); 

(3) semi-quantitative analysis by the standardless 
method of Cliff and Lorimer (1975). The Quantify/ 
Foil/ Asap analysis with theoretical K-factors in the 
Microanalyst 8000 Kevex system and the RTS-2/FLS 
routine in the Link ANl0OOO system (Appendix 1) were 
used. 

The relative mass-fractions of different analyzed 
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elements may be obtained by this method and compared 
with those obtained by other authors (Quintana, 1993; 
1994). 

X-ray mapping 

The number of pixels and time per pixel were 
selected depending on the features of the software used 
and of the samples stability. The beam current was 
selected so that the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) was 
optimal with a dead time on the detector lower than 
50 % . The X-ray mapping conditions are summarized in 
Table 2. 

The images for the continuum X-ray background 
were registered in the spectral region between the Cl and 
the K peaks (dE=3.l-2.8 keV). These images were 
subtracted pixel by pixel from images of elements 0, P, 
S, Kand Sb. 

Processing of individual images 

Due to the limited integration time, X-ray maps are 
often characterized by a low SIN. When SIN is less 
than one, the interpretation of such images becomes less 
objective. An improvement of SIN can be obtained by 
digital filtering (low-pass) methods, but this is at the 
expense of resolution. New methods have now been de
vised which may improve SIN without too much deterio
ration of the resolution (Bonnet, unpublished results). 
We have processed X-ray images according to a variant 
(Vautrot et al., in preparation) of the anisotropic diffu
sion method. The aim of this method is to smooth the 
image within homogeneous regions of the image, but 
also to avoid averaging within regions containing, e.g., 
small details or edges. These results (which preserve 
resolution) can be obtained by iteratively smoothing the 
image with diffusion functions relying on the image 
gradient (diffusion is not allowed through a region 
boundary). 

According to the same approach (i.e., local process
ing instead of global processing), efficient methods of 
contrast enhancement can be developed and used for im
proving the display and study of images obtained with 
cryoembedded sections, where contrast without staining 
is very weak. In this study, we have used a variant of 
the contrast enhancement method, in which the local 
contrast is computed first, then amplified and the grey 
level resulting from this new value of the contrast 1s 
finally computed. 

Multivariate Statistical Analysis 

Multivariate Statistical Analysis (MSA) refers to a 
set of methods which were developed by statisticians in 
order to extract the different pieces of significant infor
mation contained in large and possibly complex data sets 
which can be represented as matrices. These matrices 
can be understood as representing the content of several 
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Figure 1. Rat hepatic tissues prepared by the pyroantimonate cation precipitation method. (a) View of a group of 
cells. Note the presence of precipitates in the inter-cellular spaces, in the cytoplasm and in the nuclei. In the nuclei 
it is possible to distinguish different "patterns" of precipitates. (b) Detail of one nucleus containing few small pre
cipitates in the nucleoplasm. The condensed chromatin, the nucleolus and some regions of the nucleoplasm do not con
tain precipitates. (c) Detail of one nucleus containing a large number of precipitates in the nucleoplasm. In some 
nucleoplasmic areas, the precipitates are grouped in big clusters. (d) Detail of one nucleus from about 1 µm thick 
sections. The nucleolus has a "pattern" of precipitates similar to those of the argyrophilic proteins (see text). 

variables for different individuals. Therefore, the aim 
of the method is to describe the interdependence between 
variables as well as the interdependence between individ-
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uals (Benzecri, 1978; Lebart et al., 1979; Foucard, 
1982). 

In the basic version of MSA, this is done according 
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to the hypothesis that the global information can be con
sidered as a linear combination of a limited number of 
pieces of "basic" information, these different pieces be
ing orthogonal (i.e., uncorrelated). This decomposition 
is obtained through the diagonalization of the so-called 
variance-covariance matrix of the original data set, thus 
generating a set of eigenvalues which represent the im
portance of the information associated with them. To 
each eigenvalue (ordered by decreasing values) is linked 
an eigenvector, which can be understood as a new axis 
of representation for the data set. The whole set of fac
torial axes generates a vectorial space. The set of facto
rial axes corresponding to the "most important" eigen
values generates a subspace where the interpretation of 
the data set is in general easier than in the original rep
resentation space (variables, individuals). This interpre
tation is made possible by projecting the original data set 
onto the new space defined by the eigenvectors, i.e., by 
computing the new coordinates of variables as well as of 
individuals. Graphical display of these individuals and 
variables in the factorial planes formed by the two facto
rial axes (e.g., 1 and 2; 1 and 3) facilitates this interpre
tation: for instance, two variables which are projected 
close together in the dominant factorial plane (1-2) can 
be interpreted as highly correlated regarding the infor
mation described by these two axes. Two individuals, 
which are far from each other when projected onto a 
factorial plane, can be interpreted as anti-correlated with 
respect to the information conveyed by these factorial 
components. 

In this paper, MSA was first applied to data sets 
deduced from X-ray spectra, i.e., to elemental concen
trations obtained by processing a series of spectra (varia
bles) recorded in different cellular compartments (indi
viduals). The aim was to consider all the biological 
compartments simultaneously, instead of computing sta
tistical tests on pairs of elements or pairs of com
partments. 

For this, we choose one variant of MSA, the Princi
pal Component Analysis (PCA). This analysis was per
formed with the ST ATITCF software running on a per
sonal computer. The results of the analysis displayed as 
tables indicating coordinates of the different elements 
onto the principal axes (this is the denomination of the 
factorial axes when PCA is used) and as two-dimension
al plots (axes 1 and 2; axes 1 and 3) of the variable and 
individual coordinates. In the latter case, individuals 
belonging to different compartments are represented by 
different symbols. From the study of the relative posi
tion of individuals and variables in several planes, it is 
then possible to induce the correlations between groups 
of individuals and between groups of variables. 

Though originally developed for "small" data ma
trices resulting from a set of measurements (i.e., spectra 
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processing), MSA can also be applied to the experimen
tal data themselves (spectra, images) provided they can 
be put in the form of data matrices. This is the case 
when series of spectra (as a function of time, or at dif
ferent locations within the specimen) or series of images 
(as a function of energy, or several images of the same 
area) are recorded. In this paper, we have also applied 
MSA to series of different X-ray maps recorded (simul
taneously) at a given position on the sample. The aim, 
again, is to study the relationships between different 
elements and between different cellular compartments. 

A series of N images (e.g., X-ray maps of N ele
ments) constitutes a data set in a N-dimensional space. 
One trick for analyzing such a large data set consists of 
finding a reduced M-dimensional space (M < N) so that 
the data set may be more easily interpreted. This is 
exactly what may be done by one of the variants of 
MSA, i.e., Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Fac
torial Analysis of Correspondence (F AC), or Karhunen
Loeve Analysis (KLA). The only difference compared 
to such an analysis applied to simple results of measure
ments is that the number of individuals, n, is greater 
(16384 for a 128 * 128 maps). Otherwise, the steps of 
the analysis are similar: 

(1) Build a matrix, Y(i,j), with the normalized 
experimental data, where: j = X-ray map number, i = 

pixel number, and Y = number of counts for pixel i of 
mapJ. 

(2) Build the variance-covariance matrix, S = Y1
• Y, 

where t means the transposed matrix. 
(3) Perform the eigenvalue-eigenvector decomposi

tion of the variance-covariance matrix. The first eigen
vectors thus form a new orthogonal basis for the repre
sentation of the data set. The X-ray maps may then be 
represented by their coordinates on the different axes 
(eigenvectors), and mapping these coordinates on the 
plane defined by two of these axes helps to visualize the 
correlations or anticorrelations between the different 
elements. The image pixels may also be represented by 
their coordinates on the factorial axes. When these co
ordinates are converted into grey levels, they may be 
displayed as factorial images (Fl, F2). One may then 
visualize regions of the object which are responsible for 
the main sources of information in the original data set. 

MSA on X-ray maps was performed with home
made software running on a SUN-4 workstation. 

Results 

Liver treated by potassium pyroantimonate 

Distribution of precipitates. In nuclei of liver 
hepatocytes we found many different distribution "pat
terns" of precipitates (Figs. la-ld). Some nuclei contain 
a high number of precipitates while others contain very 
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Table 3. PCA. Variable analysis. 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 
(54.1 %) (16.6%) (13.1%) 

Sb 0.9301 -0.1961 0.2377 
K 0.7795 0.0949 -0.2855 
Na 0.3529 0.6647 -0.5538 
p -0.9210 0.0914 -0.1401 
s -0.8569 0.2316 -0.1326 
Ca -0.7725 -0.2837 -0.0140 
Mg -0.0858 0.7305 0.6590 

Correlation between the variables and the main axis. 
The contribution to the total variance from each axis is 
indicated in parentheses. 97 points were analyzed. 

(al 

Sb 

K 

2 3 4 5 
KeV 

(b) 

Sb 

2 3 4 5 
Kev 

Figure 2. Rat hepatic tissues prepared by the pyroanti
monate cation precipitation method. Energy dispersive 
X-ray spectra of the intranuclear precipitates. The 
precipitates contain Na, Mg, P, S, K, Ca and Sb (a). 
Some of them do not contain Ca (b). 
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few. The condensed chromatin does not contain any 
precipitate, although the nucleolus sometimes contains 
very few and small precipitates. Some precipitates may 
be also observed in thick sections (around 1 µm) from 
fibrillar centers (Fig. ld). There are also precipitates 
within intercellular areas and in the cytoplasm of some 
cells. The Sb "stains" the glycogen in some cells 
(Mentre, 1989). 

X-ray Microanalysis. Wavelength dispersive 
(WDS) X-ray analysis has shown the presence of sodium 
and calcium in the intra-nuclear precipitates of liver cells 
(Mentre, 1989). Our present energy dispersive (EDS) 
X-ray microanalysis shows that the PA precipitates con
tain Na and Ca, and also Mg and K, which is the cation 
with the highest concentration in the precipitates. The 
Ca concentration in certain intranuclear precipitates is 
lower than the minimum concentration which may be 
detected in our experimental conditions (Fig. 2). 

High Ca quantities may be observed within compart
ments in which there are no precipitates (condensed 
chromatin and nucleolus). 

MSA over a set of X-ray spectra 

Principal components analysis (PCA) was performed 
over a set of 97 measurements obtained from intranucle
ar and extranuclear precipitates (cytoplasm and intercel
lular areas) and over the condensed chromatin and the 
nucleolus. The outcome of the analysis is shown in 
Table 3 and Figure 3. We observed: 

(1) the correlation between Sb, K, (and Na) in axis l; 
(2) the correlation between P, S, Ca in axis 1, 
(3) the anticorrelation between the group of elements 

(Sb, K, Na) and (P, S, Ca) in axis I, 
(4) the correlation between Na and Mg in axis 2 and 

the anticorrelation in axis 3. 
Axis 1 (which contains more than half of the infor

mation) can therefore be interpreted as representing the 
opposition between the (Sb, K and Na) element group 
and the (P,S and Ca) element group. 

Axis 2 represents the opposition between the (Na, 
Mg) element group and the (Sb, Ca). 

The analyzed areas in plane 1-2 may be divided into 
3 groups, Gl, G2, G3. Group Gl contains the measure
ments over the intranuclear areas (•) with either no pre
cipitates at all or very few of them, morphologically 
identified as chromatin and nucleolus. Group G2 and 
group G3 are formed by measurements over the precipi
tates. G2 is essentially formed by the intranuclear pre
cipitates (*); G3 is formed by the intra- and extranu
clear precipitates <* and ■). Group 1 is the richest in 
P, S and Ca and Group G2 and G3 are the richest in Sb, 
K and Na. G2 is richer in Na than G3. The mean 
values for the concentrations in each group calculated 
according to equation (6) of Appendix 1, are shown in 
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Figure 3. Rat hepatic tissues prepared by the pyroantimonate cation precipitation method. Results of PCA on a set 
of 97 points analysed from intra and extra-nuclear precipitates, condensed chromatin, nucleolus and glycogen areas. 
Variables representation; (a) axes 1 and 2; (b) axes 1 and 3. Individuals representation; (c) axes 1 and 2; (d) axes 1 
and 3. (•) areas from condensed chromatin, (*) areas from intranuclear precipitates, ( ■) areas from extra-nuclear 
precipitates, (D) glycogen areas. 

Table 4. 

MSA on X-ray maps. The outcome (coordinates 
of the different elements on the first factorial axes) from 
the Factorial Analysis of Correspondence over a first se
ries of images from 0, P, S, Sb and Kand Factorial im
ages over axis 1 (Fl) is shown in Table 5 and Figure 4. 

We observed as before: 
(1) the correlation between Sb and K; 
(2) the correlation between P and S; and 
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(3) the anticorrelation between the group Sb, K and 
the group P and S. 

Axis 1 represents the opposition between Sb, K and 
P, S, and 0. Figure 4 shows images from 0, P, K, S, 
Sb and the corresponding factorial images F 1 and F2. 
The factorial image, Fl, represents the strong correla
tion between Sb and K which separates the regions con
taining precipitates from the rest of the image. For this 
image, and throughout the rest of the paper, dark grey 
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Figure 4. Rat hepatic tissues prepared by the pyroantimonate cation precipitation method. Elemental X-ray maps of 
0, P, K, S and Sb after local filtering image treatment and factorial image on axes 1 (Fl) and 2 (F2). Bar = 5 µm. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 4. Cliff-Lorimer semiquantitative analysis of 
concentration of elements. Mass fraction according to 
equation (6) in appendix 1. 

Gl (n = 36) G2 (n = 32) G3 (n = 24) 

Na 2.5 ± 0.7 5.9 ± 0.6 1.1 ± 0.1 
Mg 2.0 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.1 
p 28.8 ± 3.5 4.5 ± 0.5 6.2 ± 1.3 
s 8.9 ± 0.8 2.1 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.5 
K 4.5 ± 0.6 8.0 ± 0.3 10.6 ± 0.4 
Ca 9.4 ± 1.8 2.9 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.3 
Sb 44.2 ± 4.6 74.6 ± 0.9 76.6 ± 1.9 

Table 5. Results from F AC. 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 
(72.2%) (16.4%) (9.5%) 

0 -0.2641 0.0708 0.1160 
p -0.0506 -0.2936 -0.0328 
s -0.1720 0.1321 -0.2194 
Sb 0.6242 0.0553 0.0221 
K 0.4707 0.0568 0.0311 

Correlation between the variables and the main axes. 
The contribution to the total variance from each axis is 
indicated in parentheses. 16384 pixels were analyzed. 

levels represent negative coordinates on the factorial 
axes and light grey levels represent positive coordinates. 
Therefore, only the image from K has been included 
within the following analysis, due to the equivalence 
between Sb and K distributions. 

The effect of the X-ray continuum image subtraction 
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Table 6. Results from F AC. Element images without 
subtraction of the X-ray continuum. 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 
(85%) (10.7%) (4.2%) 

0 -0.1288 0.0377 0.0239 
p -0.0884 -0.1967 0.0176 
s -0.1113 0.0053 -0.1125 
K 0.3212 0.0069 0.0014 

Table 7. Results from FAC. Elementary images after 
subtraction of the X-ray continuum. 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 
(71.9%) (20.7%) (7.3%) 

0 0.1473 0.0677 -0.0374 
p 0.2991 -0.6109 -0.0655 
s 0.2614 -0.0181 0.2970 
K -0.4325 -0.0294 0.0123 

in the MSA results, was studied in a second series of 
images (Tables 6 and 7, and Fig. 5). Figure 5 shows a 
series of 0, P, S and K maps and the factorial Fl, F2 
and F3 images, before and after X-ray continuum sub
traction. The effect of this subtraction is very important 
in P and S images. This effect is less important in the 
factorial images; the results are quantitatively similar 
and only the importance of P within axis 2 increases 
after the X-ray continuum background subtraction. 

In the same way as before, Fl separates those areas 
which contain the precipitates (nucleoplasm) from the 
rest of the image. F2 separates those regions with a 
high content of P (condensed chromatin and nucleolus) 
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Figure 5. Rat hepatic tissues prepared by the pyroantimonate cation precipitation method. Elemental X-ray maps of 
0, P, S and K, continuum backgroud (CB) and factorial images Fl, F2, F3 before and after X-ray continuum 
background image subtraction (Os, Ps, Ss, Ks). The important effect of the continuum subtraction on the P and S 
images can be observed. This effect is less important in the factorial images (see text). Bar = 5 ,um. 

Table 8. Evaluation of the wet mass fraction. 

Na Mg p s Cl K Ca 

Nl (6) 2.5±0.2 2.3±0.2 50±2 15± 1 4±0.4 25.6±0.2 0.5 ±0.1 

N2 (3) 2.8±0.5 2±0.2 48±2 15±2 5.5 ±0.6 26±0.3 0.5 ±0.1 

N3 (4) 0.9±0.3 1.1±0.2 45±2 15 ±0.5 8±0.6 29±1 0.5±0.2 

N4 (4) 9±1 3.6±0.6 44±3 17±2 8±0.6 18± 1 0.5±0.2 

N5,6 (36) 5±2 3±1 47±4 14±3 7±2 22±3 0.6±0.4 

Concentration mean values (* 104) ( ± standard deviation of the mean) in the different analyzed nuclei (Nl to N6). The 
number of measurements is shown in parentheses. 

from the rest. F3 displays a random behavior and can
not be easily interpreted. Figure 6 shows the results 
from applying FAC over one series of images of the 
same nucleus acquired with a higher magnification. 

In conclusion, we may say that Fl images mainly 
represent the distribution of the free precipitable cations 
within the nuclei and F2 images mainly represent the 
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distribution of the nucleic acids. In this case, we can 
say that the four original maps can be interpreted 
through the two factorial images (Fl and F2) together 
with the 8 coordinates of the 4 elements on axes 1 and 
2 (Tables 6 and 7). These 2 factorial axes concentrate 
92 % of the total information. The remaining 8 % can be 
considered as noise. 
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Figure 6. Rat hepatic tissues prepared by the pyroantimonate cation precipitation method. Images of the same nucleus 
analyzed in Fig. 5 acquired at larger magnification, x 1000. The factorial Fl images represent the free cation 
distribution in the nucleoplasm. The factorial F2 images represent the P distribution in nucleic acids (condensed 
chromatin and nucleolus). 

------------------------------------- -------------
Table 9. Results from PCA 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 
(40.1 %) 28.7%) (12.5%) 

Na -0.7783 0.5045 -0.0735 
Mg -0.7163 0.4540 -0.0097 
p 0.6088 0.7082 0.0906 
s -0.2957 -0.8110 -0.2217 
Cl -0.6881 -0.4026 -0.1253 
K 0.7849 -0.4115 0.0832 
Ca -0.3780 -0.2457 0.8900 

Correlation between the variables and the main axes. 
The contribution of each axis to the total variation is 
indicated in brackets. 53 areas were measured on 6 
different nuclei. 

Cryoprocessed liver 

Ultrastructure. As we have recently described 
(Quintana 1993, 1994), the ultrastructure was found to 
be satisfactory over 2 or 3 cell layers in the surface of 
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cryofixed liver fragments (Fig. 7). Ice crystals were not 
observed in those nuclei located near the cryofixation 
front. Figure 8 shows examples of nuclei images ob
tained from unstained sections of about 1 µm. The con
trast is weak but it is possible to identify the condensed 
chromatin, the nucleolus and the nucleoplasm (Figs. Sa 
and 8b). Local contrast enhancement of images allows 
a better display of these structures (Figs. Sc and 8d). 

X-ray microanalysis. X-ray analysis of several 
cytoplasmic and nuclear areas is shown in Figure 9. 
Table 8 shows the results of wet mass fraction evalua
tion obtained from equation (5) in Appendix 1. 

MSA of the X-ray spectra. The results from a set 
of 53 nuclear areas are shown in Table 9 and in Figure 
10. We observe: 

Figure 8 (on page 573). Rat hepatic tissues after cryo
processing by cryofixation, freeze-substitution and cryo
embedding. Nuclei from dry-cut sections of about 1 µm 
thick observed unstained in a 200 kV electron micro
scope. Bar = 2 µm. Digitalized electron images before 
(a and b) and after local filtering treatment (c and d). 
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Figure 7. Morphology of rat hepatic tissues after cryoprocessing by cryofixation, freeze-substitution and cryoembedding. 
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Figure 9. Rat hepatic tissues after cryoprocessing by cryofixation, freeze-substitution and cryoembedding. Energy 
dispersive X-ray spectra of different areas from a nucleus and cytoplasm, (a) condensed chromatin, (b) cytoplasm region 
next to the nucleus containing ribosomes, (c) and (d) nucleolus and nucleoplasm from a different cell. 

Table 10. Mean values for the concentration in the groups. 

Na Mg p s Cl K Ca 

Gl (n=24); N =4,5,6 6.8 ± 0.2 3.2 ± 0.1 49 ± 0.4 12.2 ± 0.3 7.3 ± 0.1 21.1 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.06 

G2 (n= 16); N =4,5,6 6.1 ± 0.6 3.0 ± 0.2 44 ± 1 16 ± 0.7 9.4 ± 0.4 21.2 ± 0.7 0.8 ± 0.1 

G3 (n= 13); N = 1,2,3 2.1 ± 0.3 1.91 ± 0.2 48 ± 1 15 ± 0.8 5.8 ± 0.5 26.8 ± 0.6 0.5 ± 0.09 

Concentration given as mean values (*104) (± standard deviation of the mean) in the three groups. n is the number 
of measurements of each group. N is the identification number of the nucleus analyzed. 
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Figure 10. Rat hepatic tissues after cryoprocessing by cryofixation, freeze-substitution and cryoembedding. Results 
of PCA on a set of 53 areas from nuclei. Variable representation; (a) axes 1 and 2; (b) axes 1 and 3. Individuals 
representation; (c) axes 1 and 2; (d) axes 1 and 3. ( □) ar.eas from nucleus Nl; (.6)·areas from nucleus N2; (O) areas 
from nucleus N3; (•) areas from nucleus N4; ( ■) areas from nucleus NS. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) P and S are always anticorrelated (in the three 

axes); 
(2) P is strongly correlated to K in axis 1. In axis 

2, K is correlated to S and anticorrelated to P; 
(3) Cl is always correlated to S; and 
(4) Na and Mg are always correlated, and anti

correlated to K (in the three axes). 
Axis 1 represents the opposition between the (P, K) 

elements group and the (Na, Mg, Cl, Ca et S) elements 
group. Axis 2 represents the opposition between the (P, 
Mg, Na) and the rest of elements (S, K, Cl and Ca). 

The analyzed areas may be divided into three groups 
Gl, G2, G3 in the factorial plane (1-2). Groups Gland 
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G2 consist of measurements over nuclei 4, 5 and 6 and 
group G3 is formed by measurements over nuclei 1, 2 
and 3. The mean values for the concentrations in each 
group are shown in Table 10. The main difference be
tween groups Gland G3 is the concentration of certain 
elements such as Na and Mg (with a lower concentration 
in group 3) and K and S (with a higher concentration in 
group 3). There is no significant difference in the 
values of P between both groups. Groups G 1 and G3 
are formed by those areas which have been identified as 
condensed chromatin or nucleolus. The main difference 
between groups G 1 and G2 is the concentration of ele
ments such as S and Cl (higher in group 2) and P (lower 
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Figure 11. Rat hepatic tissues after cryoprocessing by cryofixation, freeze-substitution and cryoembedding. Elemental 
X-ray maps of 0, P, S, K and continuum background X-ray image (CB) from one nucleus with the surrounding 
cytoplasm and factorial Fl, F2 and F3 images. Bar = 5 µ,m. Last line shows P, K, Fl, and F2 images of an area 
including the nucleolus that have been acquired with a stronger magnification. Bar = 2 µ,m. 

Figure 12. Enlarged images of 0, P, S, K, Fl and F2 
of the area shown in Fig. 11. The F 1 images represent 
the stronger correlation between P and K in the nucleic 
acids (condensed chromatin and nucleolus). The F2 
images represent the strong correlation between S and K 
in the cytoplasm (proteins). 
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in group 2). The concentration of K is the same in both 
groups. Group 2 is formed by those areas which have 
been identified as nucleoplasm and regions very close to 
the nuclear membrane which may include cytoplasm 
areas (remember that the sections are about 1 µ,m thick). 

X-ray images. X-ray images for those elements 
with the highest concentration (0, P, K, and S) and for 
the X-ray continuum background image (CB) were regis
tered (Figs. 11 and 12). The X-ray continuum image 
reveals mainly the mass-thickness effect (pt) which has 
a very small variation among the different areas dis
played in case of absence of heavy elements. Table 11 
shows the number of counts obtained from the set of X
ray images displayed in Figure 11. 

MSA of X-ray mapping. The FAC has been ap
plied to series of 4 characteristic images from 0, P, S 
and K (Tables 12 and 13). The results over areas in
cluding one nucleus with surrounding cytoplasm are 
shown in Figures 11 and 12. The nuclear areas which 
include the nucleolus were also recorded at larger 
magnification (Fig. 11). 

The factorial images over axis 1 (Fl) show how the 
P, K correlation separates those areas which mainly con
tain nucleic acids (chromatin and nucleolus) from the 
rest of the image. The factorial images over axis 2 (F2) 
show bow the S, K correlation separates those areas 
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Table 11. Example of the number of total counts 
obtained from one set of images. 

average 
stand dev 
minimum 
maximum 

0 
p 

s 
K 

oxygen phosphorus sulfur potassium 

30 
6 
7 

61 

9 
4 
0 

45 

8 
3 
0 

21 

Table 12. Results from FAC 

Axis 1 Axis 2 
(42.7%) (30.7%) 

-0.0680 -0.0291 
0.2537 -0.1168 

-0.0850 0.0822 
0.1535 0.2301 

8 
3 
0 

27 

Axis 3 
(16.7%) 

0.0315 
-0.0412 
-0.1727 
0.0640 

Variables analysis. Correlation between the variables 
and the main axes. The contribution from each axis to 
the total variance is shown in parentheses (16384 pixels 
analyzed). Set of images displayed in Figure 11. 

Table 13. Results from FAC. 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 
(50%) (30.4%) (19.6%) 

0 -0.0823 -0.0329 0.0377 
p 0.2635 -0.1415 -0.0610 
s -0.0885 0.1267 0.2115 
K 0.1973 0.2432 0.0985 

Variables analysis. Correlation between the variables 
and the main axes. The contribution from each axis to 
the total variance is shown in parentheses (16384 pixels 
analyzed). Set of images displayed: in Fig. 11 at a 
higher magnification. 

which mainly contain proteins ( cytoplasm and nucleo
plasm) from the rest of image. The factorial images 
over axis 3 (F3) represent the statistical noise over the 
measurements of the element with the lowest concentra
tion, S. Therefore, these images do not provide any 
more useful information. 

Discussion 

The relevance of in situ X-ray microanalysis in the 
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form of static collected spectra or elemental maps, in 
obtaining physiopathological information on compart
mentation of diffusible elements at subcellular levels is 
now well known. The subject has been recently discuss
ed by LeFurgey et al. (1992). Although the interest in 
this research is strong, the complexity of the experi
ments and their high costs are also very important and 
few biology laboratories are equipped to perform such 
work. This is the case for the laboratories in France 
(Quintana and Nicaise, 1991). Therefore, we have car
ried out the experiments, observations and analyses in 
three different laboratories: two Physics-Biology Ser
vices, namely at Barcelona University (Spain) and Rouen 
University (France) and the Department for Metallurgic 
Research at CEA/Saclay (France). This is the reason 
why only a limited number of measurements and images 
have been taken. 

Due to the small number of cells which have been 
analyzed, it is not our aim to give our results any defini
tive biological meaning. Our objective is to draw 
attention to the following facts. 

Liver processed by the pyroantimonate method 

In situ methods for the precipitation of free ions are 
sometimes criticized. This is the case for the method of 
precipitation by the pyroantimonate, for which a number 
of drawbacks have been mentioned: 

(1) lack of specificity (PA can cause co-precipitation 
of several cations); 

(2) imprecise localization (possible migration of 
precipitates on more or less important distances); and 

(3) secondary nucleation phenomena (which affect 
the size of the precipitates). 

For a detailed discussion of advantages and limits of 
this method see Mentre and Escaig (1988) and Mentre 
and Halpern (1988). 

The experimental protocol was optimized by Mentre 
(1988) in order to obtain excellent localization of precip
itates in Na+ and Ca2+ rich zones of mouse skeletal 
muscle. We have therefore, used this improved experi
mental protocol. In the series of experiments we have 
analyzed, precipitates contain a higher concentration of 
K than in other experiments or with other experimental 
protocols. The high value for the KIP ratio within the 
precipitates (a mean of 1. 7) seems to indicate that K is 
mainly provided by the reagent, potassium pyroantimo
nate. In fact, the possibility of the coprecipitation of K 
with other cations in the antimonate salts has been point
ed out by Simson and Spicer (1975). 

Larger quantities of calcium are also found in nu
clear regions without precipitates and identified as chro
matin and nucleolus. The Ca/P ratio measurements (a 
mean of 3.3 x 10-1) and the Ca/S ratio measurements (a 
mean of 1.1) show that these calcium concentrations are 
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much higher than the physiological values (Ca/P about 
7.5 x 10-3 : Ca/S about 1.8 x 10-2). This is also the case 
in conventional chemical prepared samples and in chemi
cally fixed, PLT dehydrated and low temperature 
(HM20 or KllM Lowicryl) embedded quail oviduct 
cells, and rat follicular and oocyte cells (Quintana and 
Ollacarizqueta, 1989; Quintana, 1991). 

Despite these "artefacts" (high concentration of Kin 
precipitates and high concentration of Ca in condensed 
chromatin and nucleolus), and since all the precipitates 
contain Na (in variable quantity), Mg and often Ca, we 
thought that the analysis of X-ray spectra and X-ray 
maps obtained on different zones by MSA could bring 
new information concerning the distribution of the pre
cipitable part of cations (Na+, Mg2+ and Ca2+) in the 
nuclei. In fact, as Mentre (1989) pointed out for the 
hepatocyte nuclei, the precipitable cations are mainly 
found in the nucleoplasm. This is also the only nuclear 
compartment that always contain precipitates in rat pa
rotid (Simson and Spicer, 1975) independently of the 
variant of the potassium pyroantimonate technique used. 

The high variety of "patterns" formed by the pre
cipitates in nucleoplasm would show that the observed 
nuclei are in different physiological states. The presence 
of precipitable cations Na+, Mg2+ and Ca2 + is also ob
served within certain fibrillar centers of the nucleolus. 
Some of these patterns look like the argyrophilic pro
teins distribution (Ploton et al., 1987; Robert-Forte! et 
al., 1993). Perhaps the Ag has replaced one of these 
cations which are weakly bound to the proteins. 

The results obtained by MSA are: 
(1) despite the presence of K, MSA applied to series 

of spectra allowed two sub-populations of precipitates in 
the nucleoplasm to be differentiated, with the Na con
centration as discriminant factor; 

(2) the high affinity of Ca with chromatin and nucle
olus is confirmed in the MSA results by the high corre
lation between Ca, P and S; 

(3) the opposition between intranuclear regions (with 
or without precipitates) can be visualized by the anti-cor
relation between the two groups of variables (Sb, K, Na) 
and (P, S). The two compartments can be easily ob
served within the factorial images Fl and F2 obtained 
from series of four elemental maps (Sb or K, P, S, 0). 
We conclude that, despite the limitations described 
above, the technique of precipitation by pyroantimonate 
can be used (in association with X-ray microanalysis and 
MSA) in order to get information concerning the distri
bution of free or weakly bound cations Na, Mg and Ca 
at the subcellular level, in different metabolic states. A 
more complete study with a larger number of samples is, 
however, necessary before a definitive conclusion can be 
reached. 
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The usefulness of MSA methods in the exploitation of 
microanalytic data obtained on cryoprocessed samples 

MSA methods allow a better interpretation of the 
results than other statistical methods. They allow a 
graphical display of the correlations between the ele
ments analyzed and the separation of the cellular com
partments depending on their composition. 

In spite of the limited number of measurements \\;'e 
have been able to confirm the results obtained by other 
authors, especially the following ones: 

( 1) The P, K correlation separates areas rich in 
nucleic acids (condensed chromatin and nucleolus) from 
the nucleoplasm and the cytoplasm. The potassium 
would then be bound to the phosphate groups of nucleic 
acids (Cameron et al., 1990; Warley, 1992). 

(2) Some of the analyzed nuclei show a high con
centration of Na and Mg in parallel with a low concen
tration of K. This would support the exchange possibili
ties between Kand Na (and Mg?) and would show dif
ferent "natural" metabolic nuclear states (see 
Negendank, 1989; Cameron et al., 1990). This would 
also be the case for the excised rat liver 
cells (Zierold, 1988; Quintana, 1991), in which the ex
change between K and Na is much higher due to the 
metabolic perturbations provoked during the sampling 
process. An extreme case would be the total replace
ment of K (and Na) by Ca in conventional electron mi
croscope preparations ( chemical fixation and alcohol 
dehydration). 

(3) The S, K correlation separates the proteins from 
the nucleic acids. K would be bound to the HCO3- and/ 
or sol- groups in proteins (Cameron et al., 1990; 
Edelmann, 1980). 

(4) Cl is always correlated to S (proteins). The 
suggested cation to be bound to ci- would be the NH 3 + 
group from proteins (Cameron et al., 1990). 

(5) The interpretation of the results from Ca is not 
easy due to the low concentrations of this element and 
the measurement problems arising when there are high 
K concentrations. In our preparations, only the images 
for those elements with a high concentration C, 0, P, S 
and K have been displayed. Carbon images are homo
geneous. The oxygen within the cryoprocessed cells has 
a higher concentration in the condensed chromatin. The 
P, Kand S maps have a low signal-to-noise ratio. The 
maximum dwell time is limited in the TEM/STEM 
(Philips CM20) used to about one hour (due to the sta
bility of the cold stage). In our conditions the maximum 
of potassium counts in hepatic cells (192 counts/sec) 
may be compared to that obtained by LeFurgey et al. 
(1992), (499 counts/sec) in kidney cells. The ratio (2.6) 
between these two values is approximately that of the 
ratio for the dry and wet weight concentrations. It 
should be stressed that similar qualitative results con-
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cerning the correlation and anticorrelation between elem
ents were obtained by static probe spectroscopy and by 
elemental mapping. 

The factorial images of P, K correlation would be 
very useful for displaying cells in different physio
pathological stages. One example would be the apop
totic cells in the thymus gland for which the correlation 
between P and K in chromatin is lost (Warley, 1992). 

Conclusion 

Digital X-ray elemental mapping has proved to be 
a very powerful tool to deal with problems in cell physi
ology (Somlyo, 1984; LeFurgey et al., 1988; Johnson et 
al., 1988; Saubermann and Heyman, 1987; LeFurgey et 
al., 1992). Results obtained from mapping are not as 
accurate as those obtained from static probes over long 
periods of time. However, mapping provides data from 
a much larger number of areas, thus meaningful biologi
cal trends would be collected in about the same time as 
it would take to collect data from a few static probes. 

There are several ways to increase the level of 
statistical significance of mapping: 

(1) Increased dwell time. This is limited by the 
stability of the instrument and of the sections. 

(2) Simultaneous acquisition of X-ray and elec
tron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) images. The si
multaneous acquisition of X-ray images for 0, P, S and 
K and EELS images for 0, N, Cl, Na, Mg and Ca 
would be possible if an analytical electron microscope 
(AEM) with X-ray ultra-thin window (UTW) and paral
lel EELS acquisition (PEELS) spectrometers were avail
able. In fact, it has been proven that EELS spec
trometry has a better sensitivity than X-ray spectrometry 
for the latter elements (Leapman and Hunt, 1991). 

(3) Use of MSA. MSA would then allow the global 
treatment of the information provided simultaneously by 
the X-ray and EELS images on relatively low-statistical 
elemental maps. 

(4) Use of static probes in association with MSA. 
Areas which are considered the most interesting may be 
analyzed by means of static probes over longer periods 
of time. When analysis is performed with two-dimen
sional incremental position of the probe, it is possible to 
display the results of MSA spectra processing as a low
resolution image. This can help to interpret these results 
by incorporating the spatial information (De Bruijn et 
al., 1987). 

Thus, the task of displaying objective results con
cerning correlation (and anticorrelation) between the 
diffusible and non-diffusible elements in cell compart
ments would be much easier. 
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Appendix 1. The Cliff-Lorimer Method 
Applied to Biological Specimens 

The Cliff-Lorimer method which is widely applied 
in material science can be used to determine concentra
tions of elements in biological specimens. If Cx and CY 
are the weight fractions of two chemical elements x and 
y present in a thin film, and Sx and SY the corresponding 
characteristic X-ray signals, then a relative quantitative 
analysis may be obtained by: 

(1) 

In this relation Kxy is the Cliff-Lorimer constant, which 
can be calculated by the expression: 

(2) 

where Q is the ionization cross-section for K, L or M 
lines, w is the fluorescence yield for these lines, t is the 
relative intensity factor of the measured line, A is the 
atomic weight and D is the EDS detector efficiency. 
The Kxy constant may be also measured by using the ap
propriate standard samples containing known concentra
tions of x and y. 

If the sample does not comply with the thin film 
criterion (no significant absorption in the sample) this 
effect should be corrected. The absorption correction 
factor (ACF) is 

(µ/p)x [1 - exp(-µ/p)y pt. csc a] 
ACF = ----- --- (3) 

(µ/p)y {1 - exp(-µ/p)x pt. csc a] 

where (µIp\ and (µlp)y are the mass absorption coeffi
cients for the characteristic radiation of x and y, respec
tively, p is density, t is thickness, and a is the angle 
between the detector axis and the specimen surface. 

This correction is necessary for one µm-thick speci
mens containing the pyroantimonate but is negligible for 
cryoprepared specimens. Examples are given in Table 
14. 

This relative quantification method becomes an ab
solutely quantitative method when all the chemical ele
ments, j, present in the sample, can be analyzed. In this 
case one may state that ECJ = 1 and thus we have a 
number of independent relations equal to the number of 
chemical elements in the.sample. 

With the UTW X-ray detectors all elements of a 
biological sample can be measured except for hydrogen. 
From a theoretical point of view it would be possible to 
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Table 14. Absorption correction in different types of 
specimen. 

Na 
Mg 
p 
s 
Cl 
K 
Ca 
Sb 

density 

zones 
with high Sb 

concentrations 

2.135 
1.875 
0.811 
0.762 

0.580 
0.568 
0.553 

(g/cm 3) 6 

zones 
without Sb 

1.314 
1.201 
0.950 
0.950 

0.894 
0.892 
0.883 

1.3 

Section thickness in all cases 1000 nm. 

cryosections 

1.074 
1.049 
0.987 
1.033 
1.025 
1.000 
1.000 

1 

apply the Cliff-Lorimer method by using the relation: 

E(Cj-[H]) = Constant (4) 

as the nth relation because the [H] concentration in the 
different cellular compartments may be considered con
stant with an approximate value of 6 % . 

In practical work this is uncertain because: 
( 1) the EDS detector efficiency and the mass ab

sorption coefficients for carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are 
not well known; and 

(2) carbon and oxygen may be partially lost under 
the extremely high electron dose required for the X-ray 
analysis (unpublished results). 

Moreover, the Cliff-Lorimer method can be used for 
evaluation of the mass-fraction of other elements than C, 
N and 0. In fact the quantitative measurements per
formed with the Hall method by several authors show 
that the addition of wet mass fractions of the elements 
Na, Mg, P, S, Cl, Kand Ca varies between 0.0077 and 
0.0178 in the different cellular compartments (von 
Zglinicki and Bimmler, 1987; Zierold, 1988; Gupta, 
1989). 

If E(Na, Mg, P, S, Cl, Kand Ca) = 0.01 (5) 

is used as the nth relation then an evaluation of the wet 
mass fractions of these elements may be obtained from 
Lowicryl embedded samples. 

Relation (5) cannot be applied to samples treated by 
the pyroantimonate method. Instead, we have used 
equation (6): 

E(Na, Mg, P, S, Cl, K, Sb, Ca) = constant = 100 
(6) 
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Table 15. Ratio between calculated peaks and standard 
spectrum peaks (K-ratio). 

Lines Intensity 2 sigma K-ratio 
(cts/sec) error 

PKa 79.28 0.0106 1.0422 
S Ka 28.17 0.0284 1.0694 
Cl Ka 30.49 0.0268 0.9383 
Bi Ma 86.50 0.0205 1.0114 

Chi-squared: 5.4327 

---------------------------------
so that the MSA analysis can be applied to data obtained 
in different microscopes. 

Appendix 2. Deconvolution of Overlapping Peaks 

The Gaussian/Deconvolution program of the Quan
tum Kevex 8000 analyzer computer has been tested on 
the overlap of SKa peak (E = 2.307 keV), BiMa peak 
(E = 2.416 keV) and ClKa peak (E = 2.621 keV), as 
follows. 

First, we added up, channel by channel, two stand
ard spectra: (1) the spectrum of purified Bi and (2) the 
spectrum of a cell nucleus containing P, S and Cl (Fig. 
13). Second, the resulting spectrum was treated 
following identification of P, S, Bi and Cl elements by 
using the Gaussian/Deconvolution program which 
calculates the characteristic peaks of P, S, Bi and Cl. 
The deconvolution "quality factor" is the ratio (K) 
between the calculated peaks and the standard spectrum 
peaks. The K-ratios are shown in Table 15 and are very 
close to unity which shows the reliability of the 
program. 

Discussion with Reviewers 

U. Lindh: It must be very hard to accurately assess the 
calcium concentration in the precipitates with interfer
ences both from potassium and the high antimony con
centration. How accurate is the assessment? 
Authors: Yes, you are correct. One of the programs 
used for deconvolution (the Kevex 8000 Microanalyst) 
had been previously tested (see Appendix 2). For some 
precipitates, the results of the program was a zero con
centration for Ca. This is the reason that we stated: 
"the Ca concentration in certain intranuclear precipitates 
is lower than the minimum concentration which may be 
detected in our experimental conditions". 

U. Lindh: How do you interpret the fact that carbon is 
uniformly distributed whereas the density varies in the 
sections? Is there no carbon at all present in the precipi
tates? 
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Authors: The carbon is always present in the spectra of 
one PA precipitate or groups of PA precipitates. How
ever, this does not prove that the precipitates contain 
carbon, because in any case, we analyze the surrounding 
organic matrix (which contains carbon) at the same time 
as the precipitates. The X-ray maps of liver tissues 
treated with the PA method were acquired, at different 
dates, in two different microscopes. In the first series 
of maps, we essentially acquired maps of C, 0, Sb and 
P elements and eventually N and K maps, and we did 
not acquire the X-ray continuum maps. These maps had 
a very low SIN ratio (the TEM/STEM was equipped 
with a conventional tungsten gun, see Table 1). Never
theless, in this series, we observed the correlation be
tween the regions rich in Sb and the regions rich in K 
and probably also the anticorrelation between the regions 
rich in P and the regions rich in Sb (or K). The 0 
maps, non-uniformly distributed, were difficult to inter
pret and the C maps were practically homogeneous and 
also non-interpretable. 

In the second series of images we have not recorded 
the carbon maps. Therefore, we cannot give an answer 
to your question about the distribution of C in liver 
prepared by the PA method. 

However, for cryoprepared specimens (cryoembed
ding in Lowicryl), we can ascertain that the concentra
tion of C does not vary significantly for different 
specimen areas (see Table 16). 

U. Lindh: Have you accounted for possible deviations 
from the Gaussian distribution when your samples sizes 
were very low? 
Authors: We do not assume a Gaussian distribution and 
therefore we did not try to account for possible devia
tion. We did not attempt to draw statistical conclusions 
from this preliminary work. 

U. Lindh: What are your expectations of the develop
ment of multivariate statistical methods in elemental 
analysis? 
Authors: As we tried to explain throughout this paper, 
MSA is not a "magic trick" which could replace the 
hard experimental work necessary for the obtention of 
microanalytical data. It is only a practical tool for 
analyzing the content of the resulting experimental data 
set. Compared to more common methods for evaluating 
this content, it has the following characteristics: 

(1) the whole data set is considered at once, instead 
of comparing elements (or biological compartments) 
patrw1se; 

(2) it is rather objective (no strong a priori hypothe
ses have to be made); and 

(3) the results can be displayed graphically, which 
helps in the interpretation. 
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Figure 13. Spectra used for testing the Gaussian/Deconvolution program of the Quantum Kevex 8000 analyzer system: 
(a) Standard spectra of purified bismuth (solid line) and of a cell nucleus (dotted line) containing P, S and Cl. (b) 
Spectrum resulting from the addition, channel by channel, of the two standard spectra. The resulting spectrum is treated 
by using the Gaussian/Deconvolution program. The K-ratios are shown in Table 15. 

Table 16. Composition of biological material (mass fraction). 

H C N 0 Swn 

hydrated material 9.91 15.19 2.82 70.76 98.68 

Dehydrated biological material 1 7.36 50.42 9.76 28.37 95.91 

Protein 7 50 16 25 98 

DNA 4.2 38 16.7 31.2 90.1 

Lipids 2 12 77 0.8 9 98.8 

Epon 8.4 61.1 0.3 25.3 95.1 
Lowicryl HM20 2 9.3 66.6 0.0 24.1 100 

HM20 embedded material 3 8.72 61.75 2.93 25.38 98.78 

1From Boekestein et al. (1983) Scanning Electron Microsc 1983; II, 725-736. 
2From Reichelt and Engel (1989) Scanning Microsc 3: 43-55. 
3computed by assuming that the average concentration of water is 70 % . 

Though some drawbacks of the method must be ex
pected (they still have to be investigated}, we think that 
it will be useful for most of the applications of micro
analysis which concern several elements and/or several 
specimen compartments. We think that the visual nature 
of elements maps does not protect the microanalyst from 
subjectivity and that an objective way to evaluate the 
maps is essentially useful. .More specifically, one can 
expect that this kind of analysis will provide a way to go 
from chemical maps (distributions of e.g., P, S, 0, or 
K) to molecular maps (distributions of nucleic acids, 
proteins). 
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W.C. de Bruijn: A large number of spectra, obviously 
collected at various dates and from different instruments 
under different conditions are objectively processed by 
the described methods to extract the requested correla
tion between the karyoplasmatic or cytoplasmic ele
ments. However, the spectral processing to come to the 
conclusions about the absence/presence of the elements 
selected is not critically described. Would it not be 
advisable to include, in the set of correlation exercises, 
steps that demonstrate that the sampling of the spectra 
from the various sources did not influence the final con
clusions, or to indicate to the reader that such sampling 
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errors are alleviated by the applied processes? 
Authors: It is the main purpose of MSA to detect in a 
data set how the total "information" is spread over dif
ferent sources of information, or how the measurements 
can be grouped into different subsets. The term "infor
mation" can be understood as useful information, which 
concerns either different elements or different biological 
compartments. It can also be understood as unuseful in
formation, when some experimental artefacts are con
cerned [see e.g., Hannequin and Bonnet (1989) or 
Trebbia and Mory (1990)]. 

The spectra from specimens prepared by the PA 
method were recorded within two different microscopes 
(Hitachi 800MT and JEM 2000FX). This is not the case 
for the spectra from cryoprepared tissues which were 
only recorded with the JEM 2000FX. If the spectra re
corded with different microscopes had given different 
results, this would lead to "the microscope" as bei.i,g a 
specific "source of information". This means that meas
urements performed with a given microscope would be 
displayed close together. The fact that measurements 
are grouped according to the biological compartments 
rather than according to the microscope from which they 
originate (especially on factorial axis 1) means that the 
"microscope" information is of second order compared 
to the "compartment" information. 

W.C. de Bruijn: Similarly, the images are acquired in 
a different instrument under quite different instrumental 
conditions. Would the authors please indicate, in the 
present application of the correlation technique, that 
these instrumental differences can be ignored. 
Authors: It is true that X-ray maps of specimens pre
pared by the PA method were acquired within two dif
ferent TEM/STEM instruments (Hitachi 800MT and 
Philips CM20). This is not the case for cryoprepared 
tissues which were only observed with the CM20 micro
scope. Anyway, series of elemental maps were not 
mixed when submitted to MSA: an analysis concerns 
only one series of different element maps recorded for 
a given specimen area at a given magnification. Its aim 
is to condense and describe the total information contain
ed in the whole series into a reduced set of qualitative 
facts concerning either elements (e.g., element X is 
highly correlated with element Y on factorial axis 1) or 
biological compartments (e.g., compartment A behaves 
like compartment B on factorial axis 1). The key point 
of our analysis is that the same qualitative results (in 
terms of correlation or anti-correlation between ele
ments) were obtained regardless of the microscope used. 

W.C. de Bruijn: In the Introduction one of the aims 
was to correlate also the results of the two tissue preser
vation techniques. Would the authors comment on the 
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use of the PA methods as compared to the freeze-dried 
method either in a positive or negative sense? 
Authors: First, we would like to recall that we have 
not used freeze-dried specimens but cryosubstituted and 
cryoembedded specimens. With the PA method our aim 
was mainly to visualize the distribution of precipitable 
cations (Na, Mg, Ca) at a subcellular level. With the 
cryomethods, we try to immobilize in situ, in their phys
iological state, all diffusible elements including cations 
(Na, Mg, K, Ca) and the anion Cl. X-ray analysis per
formed on cryoprepared specimens provides qualitative 
and quantitative information concerning the total concen
tration of these elements. However, it does not show 
whether they are free or bound to macromolecules. De
spite the limitations of the precipitation method, it seems 
that the two methods can help to obtain complementary 
information. 

T. von Zglinicki: The simplest explanation for all re
sults from the potassium pyroantimonate (PPA)-treated 
livers is that the precipitation reaction failed in the hand 
of the authors. K is still the major ion colocalized with 
Sb. That means that most of the precipitate is simply 
PPA-"fallout" without any histochemical reaction. The 
localization of the PP A crystals in the decondensed chro
matin is probably due to heterogeneous nucleation, see 
Jong et al. (1982) Histochem J, 14 and von Zglinicki 
and Punck (1986) Histochem J, 29. 
Authors: We have used the PPA method modified by 
Mentre for localization of Na and Ca (and Mg). This 
modified method does not use osmium tetroxide in the 
fixative because osmium tetroxide causes loss of sodium 
[Van Iren et al. (1979) Histochemistry 63: 273]. The 
experimental protocols were optimized to get an excel
lent localization of precipitates in Na+ and Ca2 + rich 
zones of mouse skeletal muscle. 

The possibility of the coprecipitation of K with other 
cations in the antimonate salts has been pointed out by 
Simson and Spicer (1975): "Precipitation could occur by 
replacement of any single dissociable cation by another 
less dissociable one, with retention of part or all of the 
K". 

As Mentre pointed out, several sources of participat
ing cation can be assumed: (1) free cations distributed 
according to diffusion, (2) loosely bound cations which 
were freed from their sequestration sites by the fixative 
procedures, and (3) tightly bound ions in macromole
cules, unable to bind PA, but that can be detected by X
ray microanalysis. 

Our results on nuclei of liver cells would indicate 
that, in nucleoplasm (the only nuclear compartment that 
always contains precipitates in rat parotid independently 
of the variant of the PA technique used (Simson and 
Spicer, 1975) and in fibrillar centers of the nucleolus, 
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Table 17. Composition of biological material. Bibliographic values (mass fraction). 

Na Mg p s Cl K Ca sum ref 

Condensed chromatin 0.022 0.065 0.85 0.058 0.08 0.72 1.79 (1) 

Decondensed chromatin 0.022 0.047 0.22 0.046 0.07 0.37 0.77 (1) 

Cytoplasm 0.03 0.03 0.22 0.071 0.083 0.41 0.85 (1) 

Nuclei 0.053 0.039 0.52 0.23 0.12 0.73 0.001 1.7 (2) 

Other 0.049 0.036 0.57 0.22 0.10 0.51 0.004 1.5 (2) 

Nucleus 0.006 0.02 0.26 0.052 0.11 0.47 0.006 0.92 (3) 

Cytoplasm 0.01 0.021 0.3 0.056 0.081 0.41 0.004 0.88 (3) 

Nuclei 0.023 0.015 0.45 0.18 0.088 0.53 0.012 1.3 (4) 

Golgi 0.11 0.04 0.36 0.19 0.14 0.44 0.024 1.3 (4) 

Nucleus 0.014 0.022 0.21 0.214 0.15 0.34 0.9 (5) 

Cytoplasm 0.016 0.029 0.32 0.23 0.12 0.34 1.1 (5) 

(1) von Zglinicki (1987) on hydrated and freeze-dried cryosections of rat liver; 
(2) Somlyo (1984) on freeze-dried cryosections of rat liver; 
(3) Omberg (1989) on hydrated and freeze-dried cryosections of chromaffin cells; 
(4) Gupta (1989) on hydrated and freeze-dried cryosections of intestinal cells; 
(5) Zierold (1988) on hydrated and freeze-dried cryosections of rat liver. 

the cation precipitates with PA may originate from one 
of the two first sources. Simson and Spicer (1975) indi
cated that the nature of the cation-binding material in 
dispersed chromatin region of the nucleus is of consider
able interest. Nuclear acidic proteins have been impli
cated in the control of cell repiication, and such anionic 
molecules could (loosely?) bind cations which would 
yield a precipitate with Sb. 

The high concentration of Ca accumulated in the nu
cleolus and the condensed chromatin probably originates 
from the ionic shifts between extra- and intracellular 
spaces. In this case, the calcium would be tightly bound 
to macromolecules (nucleic acids and/or proteins). 

T. von Zglinicki: Was there no external background to 
subtract? If there was, how was the subtraction done? 
Authors: The sections were spread directly on the grids 
without support film; there is no external background 
due to support film in our spectra. The only external 
backgroud came from the grid that can be excited by the 
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backscattered electrons in the specimen chamber. When 
using the continuum method according to Hall, the accu
rate substraction of the external backgroud contribution 
is very important. The Cliff-Lorrimer method only 
takes in account the characteristic peaks and their ratio 
and not the X-ray continuum. The two methods that we 
have used for continuum background substraction, taking 
in account the total X-ray continuum spectrum, allowed 
us to measure characteristic peaks. 

T. von Zglinicki: Equation (5) is arbitrary, and equa
tion (6) is surely wrong because of the missing of the 
light elements of the embedding medium. You will be 
better off with relative quantitation. 
Authors: Equation (5) is not totally arbitrary. It was 
obtained by averaging quantitative results obtained by 
different authors (see Table 17). It is used for evaluat
ing the wet-mass fractions. We agree with the fact that 
equation (6) must be understood as providing a way to 
perform relative quantification. 
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R.D. Leapman: What are the statistical criteria for de
ciding which factorial axes should be included and for 
deciding whether elements are correlated or anticor
related? 
Authors: Factorial axes can be considered as different 
orthogonal components which have to be added (with 
different weights) in order to reconstitute or explain the 
whole data set. Each of them is associated with an 
eigenvalue which represents the part of the total variance 
represented by this axis. During the course of the analy
sis, eigenvalues (and eigenvectors) are ranked in a de
creasing order. Therefore, from a purely statistical 
point of view, the more important factorial axes are 
those with a low number (i.e., 1, 2, 3). However, from 
the user's point of view, the "importance" of a factorial 
axis is connected to its meaning. The user has to inter
pret factorial axes (on the basis of the associated factori
al images) before deciding whether this axis is important 
or not for the study. In some unfavorable situations, 
factorial axes associated with artefacts (or noise) have a 
lower order than factorial axes really useful for the user. 

Another problem related to your question is that of 
the number of factorial axes which have to be consider
ed. Here again, an answer can be given from a statistic
al point of view [see for instance the answers to the 
questions in Bonnet and Trebbia (1992)]. However, 
from a practical point of view, the answer is: the user 
has to take into account the factorial axes he is able to 
interpret (on the basis of the factorial images). 

Whether elements are correlated or anticorrelated is 
a direct result of the multivariate analysis, and can be 
quickly ascertained from the graphical display of the ele
ment coordinates on the factorial axes. Two elements 
displayed closely together are correlated and two ele
ments far apart are anticorrelated. It should be stressed 
that this concept of correlation has to be associated with 
the concept of factorial axes or of "sources of informa
tion": within the same experiment two elements can be 
correlated according to a specific problem (one factorial 
axis) and anticorrelated according to another problem 
(another factorial axis). This is one of the interests of 
using the kind of analysis described in this paper: in
stead of characterizing the global correlation between 
two elemental maps, one is able to split this global cor
relation into several partial correlations, providing addi
tional tools for the interpretation of complex situations. 
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R.D. Leapman: How long does a typical multivariate 
statistical analysis take to perform on the personal 
computer (PC)? 
Authors: Only MSA concerning data resulting from 
spectrum processing are performed on a PC. Perform
ing a Principal Component Analysis (or Discriminant 
Factorial Analysis) on 97 measurements (each with 7 
values) takes 4 minutes with the STATITCF software 
running on a PC equipped with a 80286 microprocessor. 
An extra time of 3-4 minutes is necessary for printing 
the results. MSA concerning images was performed 
with a home-made software running on a SUN-4 work
station. It takes 30 seconds to process six 128 * 128 
pixel maps. 
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